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在耐延遲網路上利用時間與空間資訊的叢集式路由機制 

 

研究生 : 王振仰        指導教授: 陳  健 

 

 

國  立  交  通  大  學  資  訊  科  學  與  工  程  研  究  所 

 

中文摘要 

耐延遲網路因為高延遲的因素而與傳統網路在路徑尋找的方法有所不同，其

差別是耐延遲網路中封包在空間上沒有路徑可以傳遞，因此利用空間與時間的資

訊將未來的連線狀況加以考慮而形成一個具空間連結與時間連結的圖形，並用最

短路徑演算法在此圖形中尋找延遲最小的封包傳遞路徑。此圖形因為具有時間連

結，因此圖形大小與考慮的時間成正比。而在耐延遲網路中，因其高延遲而導致

考慮的時間增大，形成的圖形與計算最短路徑的複雜度亦因此過高‧本篇即是假

設節點之間的未來連線狀況可由知識庫得知的情形下，提出一個減小計算圖形，

同時接近最小延遲路徑的繞徑演算法。我們的方法是將節點利用叢集的方式分

群，並利用叢集形成具空間連結與時間連結的圖形即叢集拓撲，然後利用此叢集

拓撲來找尋最短路徑。根據模擬實驗結果顯示，此方法使圖形減小而計算複雜度

也因此降低，同時可以找到接近最小延遲路徑。而利用叢集以減少複雜度的方

法，由於節點會透過叢集管理者來傳遞封包，導致叢集管理者負擔過重，因此我

們提出叢集負載平衡選擇較低負擔的節點當作叢集管理者和閘道節點來減少壅

塞。 

關鍵字: 空間與時間的資訊, 耐延遲網路, 知識庫, 叢集拓撲, 叢集負載平衡, 

叢集管理者, 閘道節點 
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Abstract 
Routing in Delay Tolerance Network (DTN) is different from that in 

conventional networks because of high delivery delay. The main difference is that 

packets in DTN do not have end to end paths in the space domain. Therefore, we use 

space and time information to form a graph with links in the space and time domain, 

and apply the Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest routing path. Because the graph 

contains links in time domain, the graph size is proportional with time. In DTN, the 

high delay leads to a larger graph, so the complexity of finding the shortest path 

becomes large. In this thesis, we assume the connections between nodes can be known 

by a knowledge oracle, and propose a cluster-based algorithm to reduce the size of the 

space and time graph needed by finding the shortest routing path with minimal 

delivery delay. Our proposed method is using clustering to group the nodes into 

clusters, and using the clusters to form a cluster topology with links in the space and 

time domain. Then, we can use the cluster topology to find the routing path. Through 

simulation, the complexity of cluster-based routing is decreased, and the routing path 

is also close to the path with minimal delivery delay. However, the load of cluster 

heads becomes heavier because packets will be sent through cluster heads in 

cluster-based routing. So we propose load balance clustering to choose nodes with 
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lower loads to be cluster heads and gateway nodes in order to avoid congestion of 

nodes with higher loads. 

Keyword: space and time, Delay Tolerance Network (DTN), knowledge oracle, 

cluster topology, load balance clustering, cluster head, gateway node; 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

The conventional routing protocols applied to the wireless ad-hoc network 

always assume that nodes are mostly connected with each other. But in some special 

environments, ex. Terrestrial mobile networks, as Figure 1, buses can be used to store 

and forward messages, but the mobility of buses makes the network become 

intermittent connected; Exotic media networks, as in Figure 2, contain satellite 

networks, long-distance wireless network, or underwater networks, hence we can 

predict this will result in intermittent connection, high delay, and broken cause of the 

environment; Military Ad-Hoc Networks, routing in this kind of network may be in 

hostile environments where mobility, environmental factors, or intentional jamming 

may cause for disconnection; Sensor network, these networks are frequently 

characterized by extremely limited end-node power, memory, and CPU capability. In 

addition, they are envisioned to exist at tremendous scale, with possibly thousands or 

millions of nodes per network. Communication within these networks is often 

scheduled to conserve power, and sets of nodes are frequently named only in 

aggregate. The challenges of routing in the network are high delivery delay, 

intermittent connection, large queuing delay, and buffer limitations at intermediate 

nodes. This kind of network is the so-called delay tolerance network (DTN) [1][2]. 

Messages need to be stored and forwarded at another time. 
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Figure 1: Terrestrial mobile networks 

 

 
Figure 2: Exotic media network 

 

Although messages can be sent to the destination by storage and forwarding of 

relayed nodes, we cannot promise that messages will have the minimal delivery delay. 

For example, Figure 3, messages from node A to node B are routed through node A at 

time=0, node C at time=0, node C at time=1, node C at time=2, node C at time=3, 

finally node B at time=3. But the second path through node A to node B at time=2 has 

smaller delivery delay.  
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Figure 3: Can not promise that messages will have the minimal delivery delay 

 

Hence, we use space and time information to generate graph with links in space 

and time domain. And the links in the time domain are connections between the same 

nodes in different time intervals. For example, we transfer Figure 3 to Figure 4. In 

Figure 4, the lines between nodes mean that the nodes are in the same transmission 

range in the same time interval. The dotted lines connect the same nodes in different 

time intervals. The shortest path from node A to node B is A0 -> A1 -> A2 -> B2, so we 

will adopt the second path in Figure 3 to send the message from node A to node B. 

Routing in space and time can be applied to GPS (global positioning system); the 

information of dynamic position, time, speed, and schedule of the path to destination 

can be known by GPS. The navigation center displays the trajectory of the vehicles’ 

mobility, and vehicles can also get the information needed from the navigation center, 

for example, who data needed from other vehicles has to be relayed from whom. [3] 

proposes to find the path with minimal delivery delay with space and time 
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information. [4] also uses a knowledge oracle to obtain the connection between nodes.  

 

 
Figure 4: Finding the path with minimal delivery delay in space and time 

 

The complexity of applying the Dijkstra algorithm to find the routing path using 

space and time information is  where N is the number of nodes, T is total 

time, and  is the graph size. Hence, the complexity is proportional with the 

number of nodes and the total time considered of finding the routing path. In DTN, 

the high delay between nodes will lead to larger total time intervals needed by finding 

the routing path, so the complexity becomes large. For example, 

2)( TN ×

)( TN ×

Figure 5 shows that 

if the number of nodes is 50 and the total time intervals are 20, the complexity will be 

. Our purpose is to decrease the complexity of routing with space and time 

information in DTN, we focus on reducing the topology by using cluster topology to 

get the routing path. We propose the cluster-based routing with space and time 

2)2050( ×
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information to group the nodes into clusters, thus the topology is reduced.  

 

 
Figure 5: High delay lead to higher complexity 

 

The topology of finding the routing path in cluster-based routing is cluster 

topology. Every node in cluster topology is a cluster, and the weight of edges is the 

time cost by sending messages between two clusters, and the links between clusters 

are formed by deploying the members of each cluster as the gateway node, like Figure 

6, the links between clusters are A0 -> B0 -> B1 -> C1, and A0 -> B0 ->BB1 -> B2 -> C2. 

B0B , B1 and B2 are gateway nodes. If we ignore the delay in the same time interval, we 

can obtain that 110 =CA , and 220 =CA  in the cluster topology. Compared to the 

original topology, which uses all the nodes to find the routing path, cluster topology is 

less complex. However, using cluster-based routing to decrease the complexity will 

lead to two problems. The first one is the additional space delay because messages 

will be sent to cluster head first, but the space delay is much smaller compared to the 

total delivery delay in DTN, so it can be ignored. The second one is the heavier load 
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of cluster head, and we use load balance clustering by choosing nodes with lower 

loads to be cluster heads and gateway nodes to avoid congestion. 

 

 
Figure 6: Change the node topology to cluster topology 
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Chapter 2: Related Work 
 

In terms of routing in DTN, we can divide it into two cases. The first one is the 

deterministic case, which sends packets by predicting future connections. The second 

one is the stochastic case, which sends packets to any encountered node. We will 

discuss the deterministic case and the stochastic case in the following two sections. 

 

2.1 Deterministic case 

In order to adapt the network with mobility, the space and time routing comes 

into existence by using predictable mobility to find the routing path with minimal 

delivery delay[3]. This kind of algorithm involves links in time domain into graph, 

and modifying Floyd-Warshall algorithm to find the routing path. The complexity is 

. In terms of predicting the path, )( 3 TN × [4] mentions that a node’s mobility in DTN 

can usually be predicted, and proposes using knowledge oracles to support the 

situations of nodes in the future. Exploiting the oracles derives five algorithms, and 

the five algorithms individually use the oracle to predict the connection between 

nodes, the sending and receiving of buffer of nodes, and the flow in the network, and 

then raise delivery success rate according to the oracles; [5] [6] assume that each node 

knows every node’s position at anytime completely, and builds the tree diagram to 

search for the routing path. Therefore, it can build connections in wireless network 

and even in intermittent connected network. 

 

2.2 Stochastic case 

With “epidemic routing”, mentioned in [7][8], the source node broadcasts the 

messages continuously, and the node that receives the messages will also broadcast 
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the messages as the source node. The routing method also uses the timer mechanism 

to delete the messages to reduce the load of nodes. When messages are successfully 

sent to the destination, “epidemic routing” uses a passive cure to remove the 

successfully relayed messages from the buffer of nodes which help relay the 

messages.   

“PROPHET”[9] defines the transmission probability between nodes and updates 

the probability when nodes encounter each other. Using the probability to decide 

whether the packet needs to be relayed by encountered node or not can reduce the 

load of network efficiently and can obtain acceptable delivery success rate. 

 “Message Ferrying” [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] uses gateway nodes 

(which gather data at each area and exchange data with ferry nodes) and ferry nodes 

(which move around in every area and exchange data with gateway nodes) to transmit 

data in different areas. [12] divides the decision of gateway node used to contact with 

ferry nodes into three cases: stochastic, proportional, and the node close to the source 

node. The ways to transmit data between ferry nodes and gateway nodes are also 

divided into three types, outgoing first, incoming first, and round robin. It exploits 

different configurations in different networks to achieve best performance. 
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Chapter 3: Cluster-based Routing with Space and 

Time Information 
 

In order to find the routing path, we find the cluster which involves the source 

node and the cluster which involves the destination node. Apply the Dijkstra 

algorithm with cluster topology to find the routing path between the two clusters. 

Then, use the routing path between clusters to find the mapped path between nodes to 

get the complete path between the source node and the destination node. The routing 

method is divided into two steps. 

(1) Construct cluster: Exploit greedy method to find the node which covers the most 

nodes to be the cluster head, and turn the covered nodes into a cluster. 

(2) Links between clusters: Exploit the members of clusters to connect to other 

clusters to form the links between clusters. 

Detailed discussions are in the following two sections.  

 

3.1 Construct cluster 

We divide the cluster construction into two parts. One is that cluster will have 

two-hop member at most. The other is that connected nodes will be a cluster. Detail 

discussion is as following two sections. 

 

3.1.1 Two-hop cluster 

Exploit greedy method to find the node which covers the most nodes to be the 

cluster head, and the covered nodes become a cluster. Then, remove the nodes in the 

cluster from the graph. Keep finding the cluster head until all nodes are removed from 

the graph or the remaining nodes are isolated nodes which are not connected to other 
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nodes. The isolated nodes may be unconnected with other nodes or originally 

connected with other nodes, but will become isolated because of the removing act, as 

in Figure 7. So the isolated node will be checked to see if it is connected with any 

other cluster or not. If the isolate node is connected with another cluster, it will 

become the member of a connected cluster. Otherwise, the isolated node will be 

formed to be a cluster itself because of the necessity of all nodes being deployed to 

find the routing path. If the isolate node is not formed to be a cluster, it will not be 

considered in the cluster topology, and this will lead to the absence of some routing 

paths. Therefore, the isolated node will also be formed to be a cluster. Hence, the 

members are at most two hops away from the cluster head. The members that are 

three hops away will not exist because if there are two connected nodes which do not 

belong to any cluster, the two nodes will be a cluster. 

 

 
Figure 7: Becomes isolated because of the removing act 

 

3.1.2 Connected cluster 

 Exploit greedy method to find the node which covers the most nodes to be the 

cluster head. Then make all connected node be involved into the cluster. Remove the 

nodes in the cluster from graph. Keep finding the cluster head until all nodes are 

removed from graph. 
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3.2 Links between clusters 

Deploy the nodes of each cluster to connect to other clusters. Links in the space 

domain are only in the same time interval, and links in the time domain are deploying 

clusters of nodes to check if any cluster can be connected in other time intervals, and 

the number of time intervals being checked is t_ref. Here we set the value of t_ref to 

be 2 to discuss links in space and time in the following two sections. 

 

3.2.1 Links between clusters in space domain 

Deploy the members of each cluster to connect to other clusters in the same time 

interval. There are two cases. The first one is that if a member’s neighbor is a cluster 

head, the two clusters are connected, as in Figure 8, node d is cluster a’s member, and 

node f is node d’s neighbor, so clusters a and f are connected by node d. The second 

one is that if the member’s neighbor belongs to other clusters, the two clusters are 

connected, like Figure 9, node d is cluster a’s member, and node d’s neighbor, node i, 

is cluster f’s member, so clusters a and f are connected by node d and node i. 

 

 
Figure 8: Links between clusters in space domain, case 1 
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Figure 9: Links between clusters in space domain, case 2 

 

3.2.2 Links between clusters in time domain 

Connect the clusters in time domain to make a message that can not only route in 

space but also in time. Six situations will be discussed as following. 

The first two cases are deploying cluster head to build the links, and the first one 

is that the node is a cluster head now and is also a cluster head in the next time 

interval. The second one is that the node is a cluster head now but is not a cluster head 

in the next time interval. In the first case, we can directly connect two nodes and set 

the weight to be the time as an interval. In the second case, we need to check which 

cluster the node belongs to in order to connect them. For example, in Figure 10, the 

first case is that node f is cluster head at time=0 and time=1, directly connect the two 

clusters, cluster f at time=0 and cluster f at time=1, and the weight is 1. The second 

case is that node a is a cluster head at time=0, but it’s not a cluster head at time=1, 

connect cluster a at time=0 to cluster c at time=1 which contains node a. 
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Figure 10: Links between clusters in time domain, case 1 and 2 

 

The third case is that if a member is a cluster head in the next time interval, the 

two clusters are connected, as in Figure 11, node d belongs to cluster a, and node d is 

a cluster head at next time, so cluster a at time=0 and cluster d at time=1 are 

connected. 

 

 
Figure 11: Links between clusters in time domain, case 3 

 

The fourth case is that if a member belongs to another cluster in the next time 

interval, the two clusters are connected, as in Figure 12, node d belongs to cluster a at 

time=0 and belongs to cluster f at time=1, so cluster a at time=0 and cluster f at 
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time=1 are connected by node d. 

 

 
Figure 12: Links between clusters in time domain, case 4 

 

The fifth case is that if a member’s neighbor is a cluster head in the next time 

interval, the two clusters are connected, as in Figure 13, node d belongs to cluster a at 

time=0 and node d’s neighbor, node f, is a cluster head at time=1, so cluster a at 

time=0 and cluster f at time=1 are connected by node d. 

 

 
Figure 13: Links between clusters in time domain, case 5 

 

The sixth case is that if a member’s neighbor belongs to another cluster in the 
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next time interval, the two clusters are connected, as in Figure 14, node d belongs to 

cluster a at time=0, and the neighbor of node d, node h, belongs to cluster f at time=1, 

so cluster a at time=0 and cluster f at time=1 are connected by node d and node h. 

 

 
Figure 14: Links between clusters in time domain, case 6 
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Chapter 4: Complexity analysis 
 

The graph size without clustering is the number of nodes plus the total time 

intervals, Tnode×# (T: total time intervals), and the complexity of finding the 

shortest path by Dijkstra algorithm is , so the complexity of finding the 

routing path with space and time without clustering is X, as in 

2)( nodes total

 Equation 1. 

( 2TNX ×= )  Equation 1 

The meanings of the mathematical symbols in  Equation 1 are as follows: 

1. N: The number of nodes 

2. T: Total time intervals 

3. : Graph size in non-clustering TN ×

 

The total complexity of finding the routing path with cluster-based routing is Y, as 

in  Equation 2. 

TTnavgrefttotalY
reft

i

+×+−×= ∑
−

=

2
1_

1

)()___( degdeg  Equation 2 

The meanings of the mathematical symbols in  Equation 2 are as follows: 

1.   : Number of clusters n

2. T  : Total time intervals 

3. : Sum of every node’s degree deg_total

4.  : deg_avg
T

total deg_  

5.   : Graph size in clustering Tn×

 

refttotal __ ×deg  comes from the fact that nodes will check all of their 

neighbors in the time intervals, t_ref. And  means that when a node is ∑
−

=

1_

1

_
reft

i

avg deg
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at the time=t, the node does not need to check the time interval, 1_ −+ reftt  if the 

time  is larger than T. The complexity of applying Dijkstra to find the 

routing path is , where T is result from the destination node belongs to 

different clusters in different time intervals. 

1_ −+ reftt

TTn +× 2)(

The analysis of the complexity in the two methods of non-clustering and 

clustering is as  Equation 3. 

 

)( 2

2

n
NO

Y
XZ ==  Equation 3 

 

The cluster topology is smaller than node topology because Nn < , so Z will be 

larger than 1. It means that topology with clustering will reduce the complexity of 

finding the routing path. 
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Chapter 5: Load Balance Clustering Method 
 

Cluster-based routing will lead to a heavy load of the cluster head, so we propose 

load balance clustering to avoid congestion of nodes with heavy load. Load balance 

clustering is divided into two steps: choosing nodes with lower load to be cluster 

heads and choosing nodes with lower load gateway nodes. We discuss the two aspects 

as following. 

 

5.1 Choosing a proper cluster head  

Change the decision of choosing cluster head from only caring about the node’s 

degree to also take the past load into consideration. The purpose here is to choose the 

node with a higher degree and lower load. Higher degree will lead to less number of 

clusters because chosen nodes will cover more nodes, and lower load will decrease 

the load of cluster head. Therefore, we use a priority function to choose the node with 

a higher degree and lower load to be cluster head. The priority of being chosen to be 

the cluster head is shown in  Equation 4. The higher the priority, the higher the 

degree and the lower the load in the past, hence, it can decrease congestion in the 

network. 

 

N

deg

N

deg

×=

−
×−+×=

α

αα

]0[_

]1[__
1)1(][_

i

i
i

priNode

tacculoadNode
tpriNode

 Equation 4 

 

The meanings of the mathematical symbols in  Equation 4 are as followes: 

1．α : Ratio of degree and load 

2．deg : The number of nodes connected 
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3．N : The number of nodess 

 

The value of α affects the proportion of degree and load. If α is too high, 

nodes may congest easily, and it will lead to a lower delivery success rate because 

messages will be delayed in heavy load nodes and miss the possible routing path. If 

α is too low, it will lead to more clusters because the range covered by a cluster 

becomes small. We discuss the value in our simulation. And the load’s definition is as 

 Equation 5,  

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

∈×+

∈+

=
∑

−

=

member  node ,   #1

 head.cluster  node ,                              #1       

][_ 1#

0

member

x
x

i
i

OutDeg

OutDeg
member

member

tloadnode

 Equation 5 

 

The meanings of the mathematical symbols in  Equation 5 are as follows: 

1．#member ：The number of members in the cluster 

2．OutDeg ：The degree of nodes excluding the members of the self cluster 

 

Because messages will be sent to the cluster head first, the load of cluster head 

involves the member of self cluster and itself. The load of member takes how many 

nodes will transmit messages from itself into consideration. Therefore, if the out 

degree ( the degree of nodes excluding the member of self cluster ) of the node is 

large, the probability of helping relay data will also increase, and the load becomes 

high. And the load of nodes will be accumulated and also will decay with time, the 

definition is as  Equation 6,  
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][_)1(]1[__][__

=
+−×−=

i

iii

acculoadNode
tloadNodetacculoadNodetaccuiloadNode γ

 Equation 6 

 

The meanings of the mathematical symbols in  Equation 6 are as follows: 

γ ：Decay ratio 

 

 The value of γ will effect decay of the load, if γ is high, it means messages 

will be sent quickly and load will decay right away. And we will discuss the value of 

γ in our simulation. 

 

5.2 Choosing a proper gateway node 

The main purpose is to choose a node with a lower load to help relay in order to 

avoid congestion. We assume that if a node is often chosen to be gateway node, it will 

have a higher load. Therefore, if the node is often chosen to be a gateway node, it is 

not proper to be the gateway node between clusters. It means that if two more nodes 

can be used to connect the two clusters, we choose the node which is seldom chosen 

to help relay to be the gateway node between two clusters in order to decrease the 

load of the node and also to not affect the connections between clusters. 
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Chapter 6: Simulation 

 
Because of the difficulty of developing a delay tolerance network, the 

experiments are made through simulation, and deploy ns2 network simulation 

environment to generate patterns of the connections between nodes. The mobility 

model uses a random method. The sparse nodes and movement with high speed are 

used to simulate an intermittent connected and rapid varying network.  

The DTN simulator is an event-driven simulator written in C and links are 

attached to nodes by patterns with finite propagation delay and finite bandwidth. Its 

main purpose is to simulate DTN-like store and forwarding of messages over long 

period of time. 

“Cluster-based routing space and time with space and time”, additional space 

delay, and “Load balance clustering” are simulated in the following. 

 

6.1 Cluster-based routing with space and time information 

We use simulation to compare the performance of the algorithms with two-hop 

clustering, connected clustering and without clustering in different environments and 

discuss with the three merits, time complexity, average delivery delay, and path not 

found. In order to observe the difference of delivery delay obviously, the weight of 

space link is set to be 0.1. Before the discussion of different algorithms, we need to 

know the influence of the parameter, t_ref, which is the time interval checked when 

exploit members to find the routing path between clusters in our simulator. The 

influence of t_ref and the performance of cluster-based routing are discussed in the 

following two sections. 
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6.1.1 Influence of t_ref 

Figure 15 shows that the complexity will increase with the value of t_ref 

increasing. It’s because the more time intervals are checked, the more edges be found 

in the cluster topology. Figure 16 shows that the delivery delay is almost the same in 

different value of t_ref except for the value of t_ref is 1. If the value of t_ref is 1, this 

means that members only find the neighbors in space with a lack of time, so the 

delivery delay will become higher. Hence, we use 3 to be the value of t_ref. 
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Figure 15: Complexity of different t_ref 
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Figure 16: Delivery delay of different t_ref 
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6.1.2 Performance of cluster-based routing 

The simulation is performed with two scenarios, static node density and static 

graph diameter. In the scenario of the static node density, the graph’s diameter is set to 

be numbernode _250× , and the node degree is like Table 1 which shows that 

every node has about 4 to 6 links. The number of clusters is 20% of the number of 

nodes in two-hop clustering and 10% of the number of nodes in connected clustering 

as Table 2. Therefore, the time complexity of two-hop clustering and connected 

clustering should be (0.2)2 = 4% and (0.1)2 = 1% of non-clustering’s theoretically. 

Figure 17 and Table 3 show that the complexity of two-hop clustering and connected 

clustering are individually almost 4% and 1% of non-clustering’s and the result 

matches to the theoretical value. Also, the delivery delay of clustering is increased 

slightly as Figure 18. And all paths can be found in the scenario by using the three 

algorithms. 

 

#node 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Degree 4.6 4.26 4.75 5.62 5.96 6.08 6.08 6.27 6.73 6.35 

Table 1: Graph’s diameter : numbernode _×250 , node’s average degree 

 

 
Algo

 
#node

 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

two-hop 2.1 4.85 7.35 9.15 11.4 13.15 15.4 18.1 20.45 22.25
Connect 1.75 2.85 4.15 4.55 6.1 6.3 7.2 9 10.3 10.55

Table 2: Ratio of #cluster 
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Figure 17: Diameter: numbernode _250× , time complexity 

 

 
Algo

 
#node

 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Original 0 10 46 108 202 354 586 858 1170 1712
Two-hop 0 1 3 4 6 19 28 41 53 81 

Ratio 0 10.0 15.3 27.0 33.7 18.6 20.9 20.9 22.1 21.1
Connect 0 1 2 2 2 4 4 6 6 9 

Ratio 0 10.0 23.0 54.0 101.0 88.5 83.7 107.3 117.0 114.1

Table 3: Diameter: numbernode _250× , the analysis of time complexity 
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Figure 18: Diameter: numbernode _250× , delivery delay 
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In the scenario of the static graph diameter, the graph diameter is set to be 2500. 

Time complexity, average delivery delay, and path not found are discussed. Figure 19 

shows that the complexity of clustering is smaller than the non-clustering’s and the 

ratio is as shown in Table 4. The delivery delay of clustering is increased slightly as in 

Figure 20. 
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Figure 19: Diameter:2500, time complexity 

 

Algo  #node 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Original 0 10 16 38 122 228 454 764 1154 1730 

Two-hop 0 1 4 6 18 20 34 50 56 90 

Ratio 0.00 3.33 4.00 6.33 6.78 11.40 13.35 15.28 20.61 19.22 

Connect 0 1 4 4 12 14 14 14 14 16 

Ratio 0.00 5.00 4.00 9.50 10.17 16.29 32.43 54.57 82.43 108.13 

Table 4: Diameter:2500, the analysis of time complexity 
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Figure 20: Diameter:2500, delivery delay 

 

6.2 Additional delay 

The graph diameter is numbernode _250×  for the same node density, data 

rate is 54 M bit as the max data rate in 802.11a and packet size is 2304 octets as the 

maximum packet size in 802.11. Table 5 shows that The ratio 

( original of complexity
cluster of complexity

) is ranged from 0.012% to 0.024%, the additional space 

delay results from cluster-based routing can be ignored because the total delivery 

delay is larger than it. 

 

Algo 
node

 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Cluster 1.7789 2.6933 3.2844 2.9249 3.2552 3.1383 2.9036 3.2452 3.7254 2.4778 

Original 1.7786 2.6929 3.2840 2.9244 3.2547 3.1377 2.9031 3.2446 3.7247 2.4772 

Ratio 0.019% 0.012% 0.013% 0.016% 0.016% 0.017% 0.018% 0.018% 0.020% 0.024%

Table 5: Additional delay in different environments 

 

6.3 Load balance clustering 

To simulate the load balance clustering, the four cases as being without 
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balancing (cluster), improving choosing the cluster head (imp_CH), improving 

choosing the gateway node (imp_gate), and improving both (combine) are deployed 

in the DTN-simulator. And when node wants to send a message, it will send a request 

and then send the message until it receives a reply. The request size is 1Kb, reply 

message size is 1Kb, and message size is 10Kb. The queue size is infinite here. The 

data rate is 1Mb and the connection in every time interval will exist for half an 

interval. We define delivery success rate of a routing algorithm as the ratio of the 

number of messages that are successfully delivered to the total number of messages 

that are forwarded. The discussion of the simulation is divided into three parts as the 

influence of the parameters used in the load balance clustering, the improvement of 

delivery success rate, and the influence of the cluster head’s rise by load balance 

clustering.  

 

6.3.1 Influence of the parameters in load balance clustering 

The simulation here will fix the value of α and γ individually to see the 

influences of the two values. The graph diameter is numbernode _250× , the 

number of nodes is 50, messages are sent from every node to every other node, and 

γ is fixed to be 0.5 to see the influence of α with different loads. Figure 23 shows 

that the influence of α to the ratio of clusters is below 5%. Figure 21 and Figure 22 

show that if α is 1, the delivery success rate is the lowest at different message sizes. 

This is because the load is not taken into consideration when choosing the cluster 

head. Therefore, we set α to be 0.7 to be performed in our DTN simulator. 
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Figure 21: Message size:10, delivery success rate in different value of α 
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Figure 22: Message size:15, delivery success rate in different value of α 
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Fix α to be 0.7 to see the influence of γ with different loads (The number of 

message every node send to any other node). Figure 26 shows that the influence of γ 

to the ratio of clusters is below 5%. Figure 24 and Figure 25 show that if γ is 1, the 

performance is the worst with different loads. This is because when γ is 1, just 

consider the load at a previous time instead of the load in the past while choosing the 

cluster head. Therefore, we set γ to be 0.5 to be performed in our DTN simulator. 
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Figure 24: Message size:10, delivery success rate in different value of γ 

 

 
Figure 25: Message size:15, delivery success rate in different value of γ 
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#  ) in different value of γ 

 

6.3.2 Improvement of delivery success rate 

We observe the improvement with different loads in the scenario of the static 

node density (graph’s diameter is numbernode _*250 ) and static number of nodes. 

When the number of nodes is 50 and messages are sent from every node to every 

other node, Figure 27 shows that improving choosing cluster head and gateway node 

can improve the delivery success rate about 5% to 10 %. Also, the delivery delay is 

increased slightly as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 27: Number of nodes is 50, delivery success rate. 
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Figure 28: Number of nodes is 50, delivery delay. 

 

When the number of nodes is 100 and messages are sent from half nodes to other 

half nodes, Figure 29 shows that improving the choosing of the cluster head and 

gateway node can improve the delivery success rate by about 5% to 10 %. Also, the 

delivery delay is increased slightly as shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 29: Number of nodes is 100, delivery success rate 
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Figure 30: Number of nodes is 100, delivery delay 

 

6.3.3 Influence of the number of clusters after improving cluster choosing 

We observe the influence in the scenario of the static node density ( the graph’s 

diameter is numbernode _*250 ). Improving cluster choosing will lead to the 

increase of clusters as Table 6, so the time complexity will also increase. Figure 31 

shows that the influence is slight, and the result matches to the theoretical value as 

Figure 32 counted by the number of clusters and the number of 

nodes . 

2)( Tn×

2)( TN ×

 

Algo
#node 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

CH 2.1 4.9 7.4 9.2 11.4 13.2 15.4 18.1 20.5 22.3

Imp_CH 2.3 5.0 8.0 10.0 12.9 14.8 18.7 21.5 24.0 26.3

Table 6: Average number of clusters in each time interval 
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Figure 31: Time complexity 
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Figure 32: Time complexity theoretically 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 

In this thesis, because messages delivered by storing and forwarding can’t have 

minimal delay, we adopt the method of predictable mobility to find the routing path. 

We focus on reducing the topology by using cluster-based routing. Using the cluster 

topology will reduce the graph needed by finding the routing path, and this will lead 

to lower complexity. The first one of the extended problems is the additional space 

delay because messages will be sent to cluster head first, but the additional space 

delay is much smaller compared to the total delivery delay. And the second one of the 

extended problems is the heavy load of cluster heads. It is improved by load balance 

clustering, and simulation shows that load balance clustering can improve the delivery 

success rate. 
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